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Abstract—Cloud computing is critical for today’s information society. In this paper, we shed light on two radically different cloud design
philosophies: the DC-cloud built around massive data centers, and the ISP-cloud built upon a large ISP. With extensive measurements
on Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun, we ﬁnd that both designs have strengths and weaknesses: the ISP-cloud of CTYun has less inﬂated
paths to users within the same ISP, but its paths to external users are more inﬂated comparing with the DC-clouds of Alibaba and
Tencent. By analyzing the clouds’ routing policies, we reveal the reasons behind the path inﬂations: Alibaba and Tencent adopt an
early-exit policy to use more inﬂated public Internet paths as early as possible; while CTYun follows a global and location-agnostic
policy to detour trafﬁc to remote PoPs, leading to highly inﬂated paths. Based on the insights, we suggest alternative policies and
averagely reduce 11.0% latency to 30.5% destinations for Alibaba, 9.8% latency to 18.6% destinations for Tencent, and 54.1% latency
to external destinations for CTYun. The results suggest that both cloud designs have rooms for improvement, and an ISP-cloud has the
potential to achieve a superior performance, thanks to its inherited advantages from the ISP infrastructure.
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I NTRODUCTION

C

L oud computing has become an important foundation
for today’s information society in the past decade.
According to Cisco, cloud trafﬁc had reached 14.1 ZB, and
constituted over 92% of the global IP trafﬁc in the year
2020 [1]. A cloud provider usually runs a number of interconnected data centers, and provides services to users on
the public Internet. Different providers have different ways
to deploy their data centers and interplay with the Internet,
and a provider’s design choices can greatly impact the
network performance of the cloud.
The current design of a cloud follows two radically different philosophies. One philosophy is to build cloud around
massive data centers. Clouds following this philosophy are
usually built by so-called hypergiants, such as Amazon,
Google, Alibaba, Tencent, etc., which have already operate a number of massive data centers, and built network
infrastructures to inter-connect them. To reach to users on
the Internet, hypergiants make use of the facilities such as
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) [2] [3], and peer with as
many eyeball Internet Service Providers (ISPs) as possible.
We refer to a cloud that follows this design philosophy as a
DC-cloud.
The other philosophy is to build cloud upon a large ISP.
Recently, a few tier-1 / tier-2 ISPs start to build their own
clouds by deploying data centers on their network infrastructures. By residing in a large ISP, such a cloud does not
need to connect to other ISPs explicitly, but relies on the host
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ISP’s inter-domain routing (e.g., Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP)) to reach to the rest of the Internet. We refer to a cloud
following this philosophy as an ISP-cloud. Examples include
Verizon, Deutsche Telekom, and the major Chinese ISPs,
namely China Telecom, China Unicom, and China Mobile,
all build their clouds following this design.
Most previous studies focus on the mainstream DCclouds like Amazon, Google, Microsoft, etc., while little
attention is paid to the other design of the ISP-cloud,
and there lacks a comprehensive comparison between the
two different designs. In this work, we carry out, to our
knowledge, the ﬁrst comparative study on clouds following
the two design philosophies. With a measurement-based
approach, we aim to answer the following questions:
1)
2)
3)

Which design, the DC-cloud or the ISP-cloud, provides
better paths to users on the Internet?
What are the reasons behind the paths with poor performances for the clouds of the two designs?
How the two cloud designs can be improved? and which
cloud design has the potential to provide paths to users
with a superior performance?

Measuring, analyzing, and comparing clouds following
different designs are challenging. The ﬁrst challenge is
that since different clouds focus on markets of different
regions, to enable a fair comparison, the clouds representing
different design philosophies should have an overlapped
market, and should have comparable shares in this market.
The second challenge is that clouds generally do not reveal
their networks’ footprints and routing policies to the public,
making a third-party analysis difﬁcult.
To overcome the ﬁrst challenge, we select Alibaba Cloud1
and Tencent Cloud2 to represent the design of the DC1. https://www.aliyun.com/
2. https://cloud.tencent.com/
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cloud; and we choose CTYun3 , the cloud operated by China
Telecom, which is the largest ISP in China, as an ISP-cloud
representative. Moreover, we restrict our study within mainland China, as it is the domestic and the most important
market for the three clouds. According to a recent report [4],
Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun are ranked 1st , 3rd , and 4th
respectively in China’s public cloud market in 2020.
To overcome the second challenge, we perform extensive
measurements on the three clouds. Moreover, we propose a
novel IP address geolocating method, discover all the Point
of Presences (PoPs) where the clouds exchange trafﬁcs with
the rest of the Internet, and analyze the clouds’ routing
policies with extensive traceroute probes.
We make following contributions in this paper. First, we
assess and compare performances of the clouds following
different design philosophies. In addition to latency, we
particularly focus on the metric of path inﬂation ratio, which
better captures how well an end-end path is provisioned on
the Internet. We ﬁnd that comparing with the DC-clouds of
Alibaba and Tencent, the ISP-cloud of CTYun has the least
inﬂated paths to users within the same ISP, but its paths to
external users outside the ISP network are most inﬂated. We
also conﬁrm that paths within a cloud’s private wide area
network (WAN) is considerably less inﬂated than paths on
the public Internet.
Second, we analyze the reasons behind the path inﬂations of the two cloud designs. We propose a novel method
to geolocate a cloud’s border IP addresses, discover the
PoPs where the cloud exchange trafﬁc with the Internet,
and analyze its routing policy. We ﬁnd that the DC-clouds
of Alibaba and Tencent adopt an early-exit policy to use more
inﬂated paths on the public Internet as early as possible;
while the ISP-cloud of CTYun follows a global and locationagnostic policy inherited from Telecom to detour trafﬁc to
remote PoPs.
Third, we explore “what-if” scenarios and suggest alternative routing policies to improve performances for both
cloud designs. We suggest that cloud trafﬁc should be carried within a cloud’s private network as much as possible,
and for an ISP-cloud, PoPs should be selected in a locationaware way to avoid trafﬁc detouring. Evaluating with the
measurement data suggests that the alternative policies can
reduce 11.0% latency to 30.5% destinations for Alibaba,
9.8% latency to 18.6% destinations for Tencent, and as much
as 54.1% latency to non-Telecom destinations for CTYun.
Our study elaborates that both cloud designs have
strengths and weaknesses, and have different reasons behind their path inﬂations. Morevoer, the design of the ISPcloud has the potential to achieve a superior performance
comparing with its DC-cloud counterpart, thanks to its
inherited advantages in many data centers and the largescale ISP network infrastructure.
The remainder part of this paper is organized as follows.
We introduce the background and related works in Sec. 2;
Sec. 3 describes our measurement methodology; We assess
and compare the clouds’ performances in Sec. 4; Sec. 5
analyzes the clouds’ routing policies; We explore “what-if”
scenarios in Sec. 6; Sec. 7 discusses the insights, implications,
3. https://www.ctyun.cn/

and limitations; We conclude this paper and discuss the
future work in Sec. 8.

2
2.1

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Background

Both Alibaba and Tencent operate clouds initially for their
own businesses, i.e., e-commerce and online social networking, and later provides a wide range of cloud services to the
public. A major business application on the Alibaba cloud
is Internet ﬁnance, which includes data services for banks,
securities, insurances, and fund investments. The workload
from online trade and bank operations is non-trivial, for
example, in 2019’s double 11 shopping festival, Alibaba
processed 1.29 billion transactions in 24 hours, with a peak
of 0.54 million transactions per second [5].
Tencent is the largest and most proﬁtable game company
in the world, and the Tencent cloud hosts hundreds of online
games that attract billions of online players. For example,
“Honor of Kings”, the world-wide most popular mobile
game run by Tencent, had a record of 100 million daily
active players in 2021 [6].
Currently, Alibaba provides Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) services from 11 data centers, while Tencent provides
IaaS services from 6 locations in China. All the 6 Tencent
data centers are in metropolises, while 4 of the 11 Alibaba
data centers are placed in small cities for reducing the
housing and power costs.
CTYun is built and operated by China Telecom, which is
the largest ISP in China. As a combination of transit and access networks containing dozens of pubic and private ASes,
Telecom’s network infrastructure is composed of a national
backbone, dozens of provincial networks, and hundreds
of metropolitan networks in all the provinces and cities
in China [7]. Residing in Telecom’s network infrastructure,
CTYun provides IaaS services from over 30 data centers,
nearly one in each province.
As a state-owned provider, CTYun provides cloud services for many public affairs such as e-government, intelligent transportation, healthcare, education, etc. In particular,
CTYun plays a critical role in China’s battle against CVOID19, as many health surveillance systems, which trace potential infection cases with big data, run on CTYun. For
example, during the epidemic surge, the Xi’an city’s health
surveillance system on CTYun handled over 40, 000 health
QR-code scan queries per second in peak hours.
2.2

Related Work

Server placement and selection. Clouds follow certain
strategies to place servers. For example, Akamai places its
servers in numerous ISP PoPs worldwidely, while Limelight
has only 20 data centers deployed at key locations [8] [9].
When providing services to users, a cloud needs to select the
“right” server for individual users, and the server selection
strategy is balanced between various objectives, including
user’s QoE [10], bandwidth price [11], energy consumption
[12], and the handling of ﬂash crowds [13].
Interplay between cloud and ISP. Clouds have various
ways to interplay with the rest part of the Internet. For
example, YouTube employed a location-agnostic strategy to
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exchange trafﬁc with a tier-1 ISP, and the trafﬁc volume at
each PoP is proportional to the PoP’s capacity [14]; Netﬂix
takes advantage of worldwide IXPs to deliver signiﬁcant
amounts of its trafﬁc [3]; Amazon has as many as six
different types of peering relationships to connect to other
networks [15]. A recent study reveals that the interplays
between clouds and ISPs can impact various aspects of user
perceived QoE, especially for mobile users [16].
Flattening of the Internet structure. The trend of the ﬂattening [17] in the past decade has fundamentally altered
the Internet’s hierarchical structure, and makes major cloud
providers, which set up peering links with many networks,
more and more important. For example, Google and other
clouds are observed only one Autonomous System (AS)
hop away from most of their users [18], and it is possible
for major clouds to bypass Tier-1 ISPs and other transit
networks, while are still able to reach 76% of the Internet
[19]. A recent study conﬁrms that the widespread cloud
data centers are capable to support several latency-critical
applications to the global Internet, thanks to the ﬂattening
Internet structure [20].
Cloud and Internet paths. End-end paths on the public
Internet are notorious for inﬂations [21], and one major reason is the performance-agnostic inter-domain policy routing
(e.g., BGP) widely used on the Internet. Overlay routing and
multihoming, which can be easily realized by clouds, are
proved to be effective in overcoming the inefﬁciency [22].
For example, a measurement study [23] shows that paths
within a cloud’s private WAN are better provisioned and
managed, and have lower loss rates and jitters than public
Internet paths; a recent study ﬁnds that under a multi-cloud
scenario, using a cloud’s private connectivity can provide
an overall superior performance comparing with the besteffort public Internet [24]; and private WANs are found
critical in reducing latency imbalances among the cloud
paths [25]. Recently, Google and Amazon allow users to
choose between their private WANs and the public Internet
for carrying the important business trafﬁcs [26]. Moreover,
cloud overlays have been proposed as a basic network
service for improving global Internet data delivery [27].
Although there is a rich literature on network performances of clouds, however, most previous works focus on
the mainstream design of the DC-cloud, while very little
attention has been paid to the other design of the ISPcloud. To our best knowledge, this work presents the ﬁrst
comprehensive comparison between the two cloud design
philosophies with a measurement approach.

3

M ETHODOLOGY

For assessing a cloud’s performance, we collect and analyze
a large volume of diverse measurement data. Our basic idea
is to send trafﬁc from each cloud data center towards a
set of addresses representing the entire Chinese Internet.
To this end, we rent a virtual machine (VM) at each data
center of a cloud. More speciﬁcally, we rent 11 ECS instances
on Alibaba, 6 CVM instances on Tencent, and 26 CT-ECS
instances on CTYun4 . A total number of 43 VMs at 29
different cities are employed in this work.
4. CTYun lists a total number of 32 locations on its website, but only
26 are available when we rent VMs.

3.1

Sampling Chinese Internet Address Space

We restrict our study within mainland China, and select
IP addresses that can represent the entire Chinese Internet
as the measurement targets. By referring to CAIDA’s ASto-organization mapping [28] and BGP routing tables from
RIPE RIS [29] and Oregon RouteViews [30], we have collected all the 29, 664 preﬁxes from the 585 ASes that belong
to China. For sampling the Chinese IP address space, we
divide the preﬁxes into a total number of 1, 188, 516 /24
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) blocks. From each
block, we consider the gateway address (i.e., address in the
form of a.b.c.1) as the destination for traceroute probes.
With a commercial geoIP service (i.e., ipip.net), we ﬁnd
that the 1, 188, 516 gateway addresses are distributed in 352
cities, which are indeed all the cities in China.
We also identify 15, 211 addresses that answer ICMP
pings from the 1, 188, 516 gateway addresses. These
pingable addresses are distributed in 217 ASes and 347
cities.
3.2 Measurement Tool and Performance Metric
We run scamper [31] [32] to traceroute from each of the 43
VMs to all the 1, 188, 516 gateway addresses sampled from
the Chinese Internet. For soliciting accurate paths efﬁciently,
we carefully construct the probe packets and design the give
up conditions. More speciﬁcally, on Alibaba and Tencent
VMs, we conﬁgure scamper to send UDP-paris packets
to avoid inaccurate path information introduced by multipath load balancing, which is widely employed in cloud
environments [33]. We send TCP-paris probe packets on
CTYun VMs, as Telecom routers have strict rate restrictions
on UDP. For the give-up condition, we give up a probe
after encountering 7 consecutive anonymous routers (i.e., 7
continuous ‘*’s on the path) on Alibaba and Tencent; while
on CTYun, we give up after receiving 13 consecutive ‘*’s,
as many Telecom routers do not return the ICMP Time
Exceeded message.
We use latency as our primary metric in evaluating a
cloud’s performance. From the discussion in Sec. 2.1, one
can see that for the applications of the Internet ﬁnance,
online gaming, and health surveillance on the three clouds,
latency is the most critical performance metric. Moreover,
a cloud is able to reduce its latencies to Internet users by
better planning the paths. We do not consider throughput as a metric for two reasons: First, within a cloud, a
VM’s allocated bandwidth depends on its type and price.
For example, Alibaba and Tencent announce that they can
provide bandwidths up to 35 Gbps and 30 Gbps per VM
respectively, and such a high bandwidth is provisioned
with software-deﬁned networking [34] and elastic optical
network [35] [36]. Second, for a user on the Internet, his
achievable throughput is indeed constraint by the access
network. For example, a recent study shows that WiFi,
LTE, or 5G uplink limits a user’s throughput to a cloud
server within 100 Mbps, regardless of the server’s allocated
bandwidth within the cloud [37]. In other words, a cloud
can not improve the throughputs to users by itself alone.
For measuring latency, we run scamper to ping from
each VM to all the 15, 211 pingable addresses, and from
each VM to each address, we consecutively execute 15
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Fig. 1. Minimum and median latencies from VMs in Alibaba, Tencent,
and CTYun to 15, 211 pingable addresses.

pings. To minimize the impact of router buffering delay, the
measurements are conducted at 2:00 am in the mid-night,
when there is little trafﬁc on the Internet and router buffers
are hardly occupied. We complete pinging all the addresses
from all the VMs within 60 minutes.
In both the traceroute and the ping measurements, we
restrict the packet rate per VM within 300 pps to avoid
triggering any rate control mechanisms on the clouds or ISP
networks. A total of 309 GB measurement data in JSON has
been collected in our study.

4

E VALUATING C LOUD P ERFORMANCE

In this section, we consider the question: which design, the
DC-cloud or the ISP-cloud, provides better paths to users on
the Internet?
4.1

CDF of VM-destination paths

CDF of addresses

1

Latency

To assess cloud latency, we have performed pings from the
43 VMs on the three clouds to the 15, 211 pingable addresses
in three nights. For each VM and address pair, 45 RTTs were
collected, and we use half of the median as the VM-address
latency.
For each address, we compute the minimum and median
latencies from VMs of a cloud to it. Note that the minimum
latency is a cloud’s best-case performance in serving this
address, while the median latency indicates the average
case.
Fig. 1 presents the minimum and median latencies from
the three clouds to the 15, 211 pingable addresses. One can
see that the gaps between the two latencies are signiﬁcant, with the mean differences as 10.63 ms, 10.10 ms, and
13.01 ms for Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun respectively. The
large gaps suggest that providing service from a data center
that is proximate to user is important. Another observation
is that CTYun has the lowest minimum latencies among the
three clouds. This is because it has much more data centers
distributed in a wider geographical area than Alibaba and
Tencent, therefore has VMs closer to most pingable addresses. For example, the CTYun VM at Urumqi, the capital
city of the Xinjiang province, is much closer to the addresses
in Xinjiang, while all the Alibaba and Tencent data centers
are over 1000 km away from this west frontier province.
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Fig. 2. Inﬂation ratios of paths from VMs in Alibaba, Tencent, and
CTYun to pingable addresses, and for CTYun we differentiate pingable
addresses into Telecom addresses and non-Telecom addresses.

We believe that such an advantage is shared by other ISPclouds, as generally, a large ISP’s infrastructure has already
extended over a wide geographical area.
To our surprise, Fig. 1 shows that CTYun has the highest
median latency among the three clouds, despite that it
resides in the largest ISP network in China. We investigate
the reason behind in Sec. 5.
4.2

Path Inﬂation Ratio

Previous analysis suggests that a cloud’s latency is impacted
by various factors such as endpoint locations and geographical distances. To ﬁlter out these factors, we examine a path’s
inﬂation ratio instead of its raw latency. More speciﬁcally, for
an end-end path, we deﬁne its inﬂation ratio as

r=

t
d/v

(1)

where t is the measured end-end latency, d is the geographical distance between the two ends, and v is the signal
propagation speed in wired medium, which is estimated
as 2/3 of the light speed [38] [39]. Note that an inﬂation
ratio is larger than 1, and the larger the ratio the further
the path is deviated away from a hypothetical link that
directly connects the two ends. In other words, an Internet
path’s inﬂation ratio describes how “straight” the path is,
and since it is a ratio, it is irrelevant to the concrete latency
and distance values.
Fig. 2 presents the inﬂation ratios for all the paths from
cloud VMs to the pingable addresses. For CTYun, we differentiate the 15, 211 pingable addresses into 4, 150 Telecom
addresses and 10, 701 non-Telecom ones. Note that paths
from CTYun VMs to Telecom addresses are within the ISP’s
network, while paths to non-Telecom addresses cross the
ISP border.
Fig. 2 shows that for the DC-cloud of Alibaba and Tencent, paths are moderately inﬂated. Alibaba paths are more
inﬂated than Tencent, as all the Tencent data centers are in
metropolises, and have richer ISP connectivity than some
of the Alibaba’s data centers in small cities. For CTYun,
there is a big difference between the paths to Telecom and to
non-Telecom addresses: paths to Telecom addresses are least
inﬂated, while paths to non-Telecom addresses are most
inﬂated among the three clouds. The observation suggests
that on one hand, an ISP-cloud has well provisioned paths
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IPc and IPu addresses of three clouds.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons between inﬂation ratios of a cloud’s inter-VM paths
and paths from cloud VMs to pingable addresses for Alibaba, Tencent,
and CTYun.

to users within the same ISP network, but on the other hand,
its paths to external users outside the ISP is highly inﬂated,
probably due to the ISP’s inter-domain routing policy, which
we analyze in Sec. 5.

4.3

IPu
2, 837
15, 346
4, 590

Cloud Private WAN vs. Public Internet

Recent studies suggest that paths within a cloud’s private
WAN are better provisioned than public Internet paths [23]
[27]. In this section, we assess the clouds’ private WANs.
For Alibaba or Tencent, we examine all the traceroute paths
between any pairs of VMs, and ﬁnd that all the hops on the
paths belong to Alibaba or Tencent. We conclude that both
clouds have their private WANs that inter-connect their data
centers. For CTYun, since it resides in Telecom, we consider
the Telecom backbone network that inter-connects its data
centers as the cloud’s private WAN.
To evaluate a cloud’s private network, we measure the
latencies between any pair of the cloud’s VMs using the
method as described in Sec. 3. Fig. 3 presents the inﬂation ratios of the inter-VM paths for Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun,
and for each cloud, we compare the inter-VM paths with the
paths from the cloud to the public Internet. We can see that
a cloud’s inter-VM paths have much lower inﬂation ratios,
for all the clouds under study.
Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that for CTYun, the inter-VM
paths have even lower inﬂation ratios than the paths from
the VMs to the Telecom addresses, although both paths are
within the ISP network. We explain the difference with the
fact that most of the CTYun data centers directly connect
to Telecom’s national backbone network, while paths to
ordinary Telecom addresses are deep into the provincial and
metropolitan networks.
In summary, we ﬁnd that both cloud designs have
strengths and weaknesses: comparing with the DC-clouds
of Alibaba and Tencent, the ISP-cloud of CTYun has the
least inﬂated paths to users within the same ISP, but it
also has the most inﬂated paths to external users outside
of the ISP network, despite that it has the largest network
infrastructure among the three clouds under study. We also
conﬁrm that the inter-VM paths within a cloud’s private
WAN are considerably less inﬂated than the paths from the
clouds to the public Internet.

A NALYZING C LOUD R OUTING P OLICY

In this section, we aim to understand the reasons behind
the path inﬂations by analyzing the routing policies of the
clouds following the two design philosophies.
5.1

Finding and Geolocating Cloud-ISP Borders

In order to analyze a cloud’s routing policy, we ﬁrst need to
identify and geolocate the borders between the cloud and
the Internet. As described in Sec. 3, we perform traceroutes
from the 43 VMs in the three clouds to all the 1, 188, 516
addresses sampled from the entire Chinese Internet. In each
traceroute path, we seek to ﬁnd where the path leaves the
cloud’s network. More speciﬁcally, we look for an “IPc ,
IPu ” tuple on the path, where IPu is the ﬁrst IP address not
belonging to the cloud’s organization (i.e., Alibaba / Tencent
/ China Telecom), and IPc is the non-anonymous address
immediately before IPu . After examining all the traceroute
paths, we ﬁnd that the IPc addresses fall into three cases:
•
•
•

Case I: IPc is the last address on the path that
belongs to the cloud. This is the ideal case we expect.
Case II: IPc is a private address, i.e., address in
10.0.0.0/8 or 192.168.0.0/16.
Case III: IPc is an unroutable address, that is, address does not belong to any preﬁx announced by
BGP routers on the global Internet, and for such
an address, we can not tell its belonging AS and
organization.

After examining the traceroute paths, we ﬁnd all the the
IPu and IPc addresses that fall into each case for the three
clouds, and list their numbers in Table 1. In particular, we
ﬁnd 603 IPc addresses on Alibaba, which are the cloud’s
border router addresses. However for Tencent, all the IPc
addresses are private addresses in 10.0.0.0/8. We believe
that these addresses belong to Tencent, which universally
uses private addresses to connect to other networks. For
CTYun, we ﬁnd 3, 503 IPc addresses on border routers, but
there are 190 unroutable addresses in 202.97.0.0/12. Fortunately, our previous study [40] indicates that they belong to
Telecom (i.e., they used to be announced by Telecom’s BGP
routers).
We employ ipip.net to geolocate the IPc and IPu
addresses. However, like many commercial geoIP services,
ipip.net can not provide city-level location for many
router addresses. Moreover, neither private nor unroutable
addresses can be geolocated by the service.
To accurately geolocate as many IPc addresses as possible, we propose an iterative heuristic. We ﬁrst geolocate IPc
and IPu addresses with ipip.net, then for each ungeolocated IPc address, we examine all the IPu addresses that it
connects to in the traceroute paths. If it connects to no less
than ﬁve IPu addresses with city-level locations, and over
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Fig. 4. Heatmaps of PoP preferences of VMs in (a) Alibaba, (b) Tencent, and (c) CTYun.

5.2 PoPs and Routing Policy
For each cloud, we cluster the IPc addresses located in
same city into a cluster, and refer to such a cluster as a
point of presence (PoP). Typically, a PoP represents a facility
where a cloud’s network connect to other networks. We
have clustered 9 PoPs for Alibaba, 17 PoPs for Tencent, and
43 PoPs for CTYun. Since CTYun resides in Telecom, its 43
PoPs are indeed the PoPs of the ISP to connect to the rest of
the Internet.
Our ﬁrst observation is that most cloud data centers have
PoPs co-located in same cities. For example, all the 6 Tencent
data centers and all the 26 CTYun data centers have colocated PoPs, and 6 of the 11 Alibaba data centers have PoPs
co-located with them.
Another observation is that a traceroute path originating
from a VM may leave the cloud’s network at any PoP. For
a VM, say V Mi , we compute ri,j , which is the ratio of
the paths from V Mi leaving the cloud’s network at P oPj ,
deﬁned as
num. of paths from V Mi leaving the cloud at P oPj
num. of paths from V Mi
(2)
For each cloud, we compute ri,j between all its VMs and
PoPs, and present the ratios in heatmaps in Fig. 4. We can
see that on the DC-clouds of Alibaba and Tencent, most of
a VM’s traceroute paths leave the cloud’s network at a PoP
that is close to the VM’s data center. For example, 83 − 98%
of the traceroute paths from Tencent VMs leave the cloud
at their co-located PoPs; while on Alibaba, for the 6 data
centers with co-located PoPs, 73 − 97% paths leave at the
co-located PoPs, and for the other 5 data centers without
co-located PoPs, 87 − 97% paths leave at the PoPs that are

ri,j =

Pair-wise correlation
1

VM index

80% of the IPu addresses are in same city, we geolocate the
IPc address to that city. Similarly, for each IPu address not
geolocated, we examine all the IPc addresses that connect
to it in the traceroute paths. If it is connected by no less than
ﬁve IPc addresses with city-level locations, and over 80%
of the IPc addresses are in same city, we assign the IPu
address to that city. We iteratively repeat the two steps until
no more IPc and IPu addresses can be further geolocated.
With the heuristic, we have successfully geolocated all
the 603 IPc addresses for Alibaba, 542 of the 564 IPc
addresses for Tencent, and 3, 660 of the 3, 693 IPc addresses
on Telecom for CTYun.
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Fig. 5. Pair-wise correlations of PoP preference vectors among all
CTYun VMs.

geographically closest to the data centers. From Fig. 4(a)
and (b), we conclude that the DC-clouds employ an earlyexit policy to deliver trafﬁc to the Internet at the PoPs that
are as close to their data centers as possible.
For the ISP-cloud of CTYun, although each data center
has a co-located PoP, however, traceroute paths from a VM
hardly leave Telecom at the co-located PoP. For example,
among the 26 VMs, 20 have fewer than 5% paths exiting
Telecom via their co-located PoPs. On the other hand,
Fig. 4(c) shows that for all the VMs at different locations,
44 − 67% of their paths leave Telecom via the three PoPs at
Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, which correspond to the
ﬁrst three columns in the heatmap.
Fig. 4(c) suggests that CTYun VMs have similar preferences to the 43 PoPs. To conﬁrm such similarity, for each
CTYun VM, say V Mi , we denote its preference to the
43 PoPs as a vector [ri,1 , ri,2 , · · · , ri,43 ], where ri,j is the
ratio of the paths from V Mi exiting Telecom at P oPj as
deﬁned in (2). For any two VMs, we compute the correlation
between their PoP preference vectors, and present the pairwise correlations among all the VMs in Fig. 5. We ﬁnd that
most of the correlations are above 0.9, with an average as
high as 0.871. The high correlations conﬁrm that CTYun or
Telecom employs a global and location-agnostic policy to route
trafﬁc from different data centers to external destinations. In
such a policy, data centers at different locations have similar
preferences to the PoPs, and among them, Beijing, Shanghai,
and Guangzhou, which have the largest PoP capacities in
terms of number of IPc addresses, are most preferred.
To further understand the two different routing policies
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(a)

adopted by the clouds of different designs, for each cloud,
we compute the weighted mean distance between a VM and
the PoPs where paths originating from the VM leave the
cloud’s network, i.e.,
∑
dist(V Mi , P oP set) =
dist(V Mi , P oPj )×ri,j
P oPj ∈P oP set

(3)
where P oP set is the cloud’s PoP set. We also compute
the averaged distance between a PoP and the traceroute
destination addresses that paths to these addresses leave
the cloud’s network via the PoP as
∑
dist(P oPj , addrk )
dist(P oPj , addr set) = addrk ∈addr set
|addr set|
(4)
where addr set is the set of the destination addresses. Note
that for CTYun, addr set contains only the non-Telecom
addresses.
Fig. 6 presents and compares the two distances among
the three clouds. We can see that under the early-exit policy
adopted by Alibaba and Tencent, VMs or data centers are
geographically close to the PoPs, but PoPs are far away
from the traceroute destination addresses. While for the ISPcloud of CTYun, data centers are far away from the PoPs,
and PoPs are also far away from the destinations, or in
other words, under the cloud’s global and location-agnostic
routing policy, trafﬁcs from CTYun VMs detour to PoPs
that are far away from both ends of the path. Clearly, the
trafﬁc detouring explains CTYun’s high latency and highly
inﬂated paths to external addresses as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
respectively.
We recognize that the early-exit policy adopted by Alibaba and Tencent are widely observed in providers, while
the global and location-agnostic policy adopted by CTYun
also has precedent, for example, YouTube used to adopt
such a policy before it is integrated into Google’s network
[14].
Finally, we conclude that the different routing policies
adopted by the two cloud designs impact cloud performances in different ways:
For the DC-clouds of Alibaba and Tencent, the earlyexit policy forces trafﬁcs of cloud services to travel on
public Internet paths as early as possible, however,
Sec. 4.3 indicates that public Internet paths are considerably more inﬂated than paths within a cloud’s
private WAN.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (a) A graph model for DC-cloud, (b) a graph model for ISP-cloud,
(c) another graph model for ISP-cloud.

Fig. 6. Comparisons of (a) weighted mean VM-to-PoP distances and (b)
averaged PoP-to-address distances for Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun.
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For the ISP-cloud of CTYun, the ISP’s global and
location-agnostic routing policy forces cloud trafﬁc
to detour to PoPs that are far away from both the
data center and the user, leading to highly inﬂated
paths.

I MPROVING C LOUD P ERFORMANCE

Our analysis reveals that clouds of different designs adopt
different routing policies, which lead to path inﬂations. In
this section, we consider “what-if” scenarios by suggesting
alternative policies for improving the clouds’ performances.
6.1

Improving DC-cloud

For improving a DC-cloud like Alibaba and Tencent, we
suggest that paths from cloud data centers to Internet users
should traverse the cloud’s private WAN as much as possible.
More speciﬁcally, we model a DC-cloud as a combination of a complete graph and a complete bipartite graph as
demonstrated in Fig. 7(a). The complete graph G = (V, E)
represents the cloud’s private WAN that inter-connects its
data centers, where V is the set of the data centers (or
VMs) and E is the set of the weighted edges with interVM latencies as the weights; the complete bipartite graph
G′ = (V, A, E ′ ) represents the paths from the data centers
to Internet users, where V is the VM set in G, A is the set of
the Internet users, and E ′ is the set of the weighted edges
with latencies between VMs and users as the weights. Here
we use the 15, 211 pingable addresses to represent the users.
Since we have measured the inter-VM latencies and the
latencies from each VM to each pingable address, we can
construct the combined graph G ∪ G′ with the measurement
data. By applying Dijkstra’s algorithm, we can ﬁnd the
shortest path between any VM in V and any pingable
address in A. As a path may traverse additional data centers
in V , we refer to the corresponding routing policy as the
inter-DC policy.
Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9(a) present and compare the VMaddress latencies under the inter-DC policy and the earlyexit policy currently adopted by Alibaba and Tencent respectively. By traversing a cloud’s private WAN, the interDC policy reduces the latency for 30.5% paths on Alibaba,
and the mean latency reduction is 2.57 ms, which is 11.0%
of the latency under the early-exit policy. For Tencent, the
inter-DC policy reduces the latency for 18.6% paths, and the
mean reduction is 2.43 ms, constituting 9.8% of the latency
under the early-exit policy.
Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b) present the ratios of the inter-DC
routing paths that traverse zero, one, or more additional
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Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of latencies from Alibaba VMs to pingable addresses under early-exit policy and inter-DC policy, (b) ratios of inter-DC
paths for Alibaba that contain various numbers of hops.
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Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of latencies from Tencent VMs to pingable
addresses under early-exit policy and inter-DC policy, (b) ratios of interDC paths for Tencent that contain various numbers of hops.

data centers as hops on Alibaba and Tencent respectively.
Note that when a path traverses no additional hop, it is
indeed the path decided by the early-exit policy. On average, 30.5% and 18.6% of the paths traverse one or more
additional data centers on Alibaba and Tencent, suggesting
that there are considerable rooms for the clouds to improve
their performances by carrying cloud trafﬁcs on their private
WANs. On the other hand, in most cases, traversing one hop
is enough, and there is no need to plan paths passing over
two data centers.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that the performance improvement on Alibaba is more pronounced than on Tencent.
This is reasonable as all the Tencent data centers are in
metropolises with rich ISP connectivity and co-located PoPs.
While on Alibaba, 4 of the 11 data centers are in small cities,
and 5 data centers do not have co-located PoPs. So the interDC routing policy can better improve Alibaba than Tencent.
6.2 Improving ISP-cloud
The major reason behind path inﬂations of an ISP-cloud
like CTYun is that the cloud inherits the ISP’s global and
location-agnostic routing policy to detour cloud trafﬁc to
remote PoPs. To avoid such detouring, we suggest that the
routing policy should be location aware, in addition, as on
Alibaba and Tencent, the cloud’s private WAN should carry
the cloud trafﬁc as much as possible.
Unfortunately, we are unable to construct new paths
from VMs to pingable addresses by simply stitching the
inter-VM paths with the paths from VMs to pingable addresses, like we have done for Alibaba and Tencent. This
is because under the current policy, trafﬁc from any VM
always detours to remote PoPs to leave Telecom, regardless

of the data center’s location. To overcome this problem,
we explicitly include PoPs into the cloud model to allow
Dijkstra’s algorithm to explicitly add PoPs to the alternative
paths.
More speciﬁcally, we model an ISP-cloud as in Fig. 7(b),
which is a combination of a complete graph G = (V, E),
a complete bipartite graph G′ = (V, P, E ′ ), and another
complete bipartite graph G′′ = (P, A, E ′′ ). Here G represents the cloud’s private WAN that inter-connects its data
centers; G′ represents the paths from the data centers to
the PoPs, where P is the cloud’s PoP set, and E ′ is the
set of the weighted edges between the VMs and the PoPs
with the VM-PoP latencies as the weights; G′′ represents
the paths from the PoPs to external users, where A is the
user set, and E ′′ is the set of the weighted edges with the
PoP-user latencies as the weights. Here we use the 10, 701
non-Telecom pingable addresses to represent the external
users outside the ISP.
Before applying Dijkstra’s algorithm, we need to decide
the weights for the edges in E ′ and E ′′ , which are the
VM-PoP latencies and PoP-address latencies. Unfortunately,
neither of them can be directly measured, so we estimate the
latencies as
r×d
t=
(5)
v
where d is the geographical distance between the two ends,
v is 2/3 of light speed, and r is path inﬂation ratio. For
estimating a VM-PoP latency, we set r = 2.813, which is
the mean inﬂation ratio for paths from VMs to Telecom
addresses, and we let r = 3.065, which is the mean inﬂation
ratio for paths outside Telecom, to estimate the PoP-address
latencies. Note that both values are derived from our measurement data. Since the shortest path from any VM in V to
any address in A on the combined graph G ∪ G′ ∪ G′′ may
traverse multiple data centers and exit Telecom from a PoP
close to the last hop, we refer to the corresponding routing
policy as the inter-DC and location-aware policy.
For comparison, we also consider another cloud model
as shown in Fig. 7(c), in which we do not model the cloud’s
private network as a complete graph, but simply combine
the two complete bipartite graphs of G′ and G′′ . Obviously,
the shortest paths on G′ ∪ G′′ can avoid trafﬁc detouring,
but they do not make use of the cloud’s private WAN. We
refer to the corresponding routing policy as the locationaware policy.
Fig. 10(a) compares the latencies between the CTYun
VMs and the non-Telecom pingable addresses under different routing policies. We can see that by avoiding trafﬁc
detouring, the location-aware policy reduces the latency
14.79 ms on average, constituting 42.6% of the latency under
the global and location-agnostic policy currently adopted
by CTYun. Furthermore, by carrying trafﬁc on the cloud’s
private WAN with the inter-DC and location-aware policy,
we further reduce the latency 18.79 ms, which is 54.1% of
the original latency. Note that our improvement on CTYun
is much more signiﬁcant than the ones on Alibaba and Tencent, this is because unlike Alibaba and Tencent, CTYun’s
global and location-agnostic policy causes expensive trafﬁc
detouring.
Fig. 10(b) presents the ratios of the paths under the
inter-DC and location-aware policy that traverse zero, one,
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Fig. 10. (a) Comparison of latencies from CTYun VMs to non-Telecom
addresses under global and location-agnostic policy, location-aware
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Fig. 11. Comparison of path inﬂation ratios with and without improvements for Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun.

or more additional data centers as hops. One can see that
although 30.0% of the paths contain no additional hop
(i.e., they are indeed the paths decided by the locationaware policy), however, 56.6% paths contain one additional
hop, and 13.4% paths contain two or more additional hops.
Moreover, the longest paths contain as many as 4 additional
data centers within CTYun’s private WAN. Comparing Fig.
10(b) with Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b), we can see that the
alternative paths traverse more data centers on CTYun than
on Alibaba and Tencent, this is because CTYun has much
more data centers, and its private WAN, which is indeed
Telecom’s backbone network, is far more geographically
extensive than the ones of Alibaba and Tencent. In other
words, the inter-DC policy brings more beneﬁt on an ISPcloud than on a DC-cloud.
Finally, we compute the inﬂation ratios for paths from
cloud VMs to pingable addresses for Alibaba, Tencent, and
CTYun with and without our improvements, and compare
them in Fig. 11 and Table 2. We can see that by applying the inter-DC policy, both Alibaba and Tencent have
considerably reduced their path inﬂation ratios; and by

TABLE 2
Comparison of averaged path inﬂation ratios of various network paths
on the three clouds with and without the improvements.
Avg. path inﬂation ratio
Inter-VM
VM-user
VM-user (improved)

Alibaba
2.850
3.141
2.990

Tencent
2.579
2.988
2.897

CTYun
2.615
3.301
2.653

applying the inter-DC and location-aware policy, CTYun
has the least inﬂated paths among the three clouds. Note
that the observation is in contrast with Fig. 2, in which
CTYun has the most inﬂated paths. We conclude that after
eliminating the causes of path inﬂations in both designs,
the ISP-cloud of CTYun is capable to provide better paths
than the DC-clouds of Alibaba and Tencent, thanks to its
inherited advantages in many data centers and the largescale ISP network infrastructure.
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7.1

D ISCUSSION
Implication

As discussed in Sec. 2.1, Internet ﬁnance and online gaming
are two major applications on Alibaba and Tencent respectively, and CTYun runs health surveillance applications for
many cites and provinces in China. Reducing cloud-user
latencies deﬁnitely beneﬁt these applications. For example,
it is estimated that for high-frequency trading, a millisecond
delay decrease can boost a ﬁrm’s earnings by as much as
$100 million per year [41]. Our suggested inter-DC policy,
which averagely reduces 2.57 ms for 30.5% Alibaba’s VMuser paths, can help its clients to make more money from
the ﬁnancial market.
Our suggested inter-DC policy averagely reduces
2.43 ms for 9.8% VM-user paths for Tencent, and such a
reduction beneﬁts online game applications. For example, a
latency exceeding 20 ms triggers motion sickness in immersive applications, such as AR/VR, 360◦ streaming, etc; and a
latency over 100 ms can severely inﬂuence a player in cloud
games [42]. Considering that the delays caused by computations such as video transcoding and game logic executions
are difﬁcult to avoid [37], each millisecond reduction in data
transportation is highly valuable.
For CTYun, our suggested inter-DC and location-aware
policy, which achieves an averaged latency reduction of
18.79 ms to non-Telecom addresses, also beneﬁts public
affair applications. For example, as nowadays in China,
scanning the health QR-code is mandatory in many
daily occasions such as taking bus/subway, entering into
school/workplace, etc., saving dozens of milliseconds in
each query can accumulatively save considerable time for
billions of people.
7.2 Depending factor and practical issue
Our suggested alternative routing policies ignore some factors such as cloud-ISP business relation, bandwidth price,
PoP capacity, etc. In the following, we discuss how these
factors impact the choices of routing policies for clouds
following different designs in practice.
For a DC-cloud like Alibaba or Tencent, its private WAN
is largely built upon ISP infrastructures. For example, most
of the lines connecting Alibaba or Tencent’s data centers
are leased from ISPs, and typically, ISPs charge the clouds
based on bandwidth consumptions. Obviously under such
a business relation, when a DC-cloud applies the inter-DC
policy by carrying cloud trafﬁc on its own private WAN,
its bandwidth expense will certainly increase. On the other
hand, a DC-cloud can make use of local facilities such
as IXPs to deliver trafﬁc to ISPs at almost zero cost. For
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TABLE 3
Key differences in design philosophy, current routing policy, and suggested routing policy between DC-cloud and ISP-cloud.

Data centers
Data center inter-connection

DC-cloud
A few massive data centers, mostly in metropolises.
Inter-connect data centers with private WAN.

Routing policy

Early-exit: Deliver cloud trafﬁc to the Internet via
the closest PoP as early as possible.

Suggested routing policy

Inter-DC: Use the private WAN to transfer cloud
trafﬁc as much as possible.

this reason, a DC-cloud has little incentive to apply the
suggested inter-DC policy but will stay with the early-exit
policy. Nevertheless, for some performance-sensitive and
high-valued trafﬁc, a DC-cloud may willing to apply the
inter-DC policy.
For the ISP-cloud of CTYun, the advantages brought by
its many data centers and extensive network infrastructure
are largely offset by the global and location-agnostic routing
policy inherited from the ISP. We conjecture that such a
policy is not tailored for CTYun, but is applied on all trafﬁcs,
including the trafﬁcs of home and enterprise subscribers,
trafﬁcs of peering and customer ISPs, as well as the cloud
trafﬁc. Note that although inefﬁcient, such a policy has its
merit in load balancing among the PoPs [14]. Our study
shows that in order to compete with the DC-clouds, an
ISP should differentiate its cloud trafﬁc from other trafﬁcs,
and judiciously apply a different routing policy, so as to
fully exploit the ISP-cloud’s inherited advantages regarding
number of data centers and footprints of the ISP’s network
infrastructure. Our study shows that after the optimization,
an ISP-cloud has the potential to provide a superior performance comparing with its DC-cloud counterpart.

7.4

Limitation

Our work has limitations. First, although we rent 43 VMs
at 29 different cities to make traceroutes towards over one
million destinations and measure latencies from 43 VMs
to more than 15, 000 pingable addresses, however, all the
probes are initiated from the clouds. We are unable to
make pings and traceroute probes from a large number of
widely distributed user clients. The reason is that unlike
the Internet in North America and Europe, there are very
limited number of vantage points on the Chinese Internet
for us to exploit. For example, studies report that there are
less than 50 vantage points from China in 6 months on
Speedchecker [42], and less than 50 vantage points from
China in 12 months on RIPE Atlas [20].
Second, as discussed in Sec. 6.2, since we are unable
to directly measure the latencies for the VM-PoP and PoPaddress path segments, we apply (5) with the derived path
inﬂation ratios to infer the latencies. The drawback is that
although the inferred latencies are statistically accurate,
however, an individual path’s inferred latency may be quite
different from its actual latency in real world.

Generalized outside China?

Our study is focused on the three major providers of Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun in mainland China. However,
the tools and methods we use in this work, such as scamper
and the geolocating heuristic, can be applied to other part
of the Internet.
Our insights on the DC-cloud are also applicable to other
clouds that follow the same design philosophy, and in fact,
Google and Amazon recently allow users to choose between
their private WANs (with higher prices) and the public
Internet for transferring their important business data [26].
Large ISPs outside China also build their clouds, for
example, Verizon Business operates 50+ data centers and
facilities including Network Access Points (NAPs) and IXPs
in United States, Europe, and Latin America to provide an
integrated cloud service. From the architectural perspective,
Verizon follows the ISP-cloud design philosophy, but it is
unknown how it makes use of its global-scale network
infrastructure to route cloud trafﬁc to users outside the ISP
network. We expect to see more studies on ISP-clouds in
future.
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7.3

ISP-cloud
Dozens of data centers in many different cities.
Inter-connect data centers with the ISP’s backbone
network.
Global and location agnostic: Deliver cloud trafﬁc
to the Internet via PoPs according to a ﬁxed preference
based on PoP capacity.
Inter-DC and location aware: Use the ISP’s backbone
network to transfer cloud trafﬁc as much as possible,
and deliver cloud trafﬁc to the Internet via the PoP
close to the destination.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we presented, to our best knowledge, the ﬁrst
head-to-head comparison between different cloud design
philosophies. Using Alibaba, Tencent, and CTYun as examples, we conducted extensive and thorough measurements
that accurately characterize the performances of the clouds.
In addition to latency, we particularly focused on path
inﬂation ratio, which better reﬂects how a network path is
planned and provisioned. By applying a novel IP address
geolocating method, we accurately identiﬁed and located
the PoPs where the clouds exchange trafﬁcs with the rest of
the Internet. We found that the DC-clouds of Alibaba and
Tencent adopt an early-exit routing policy, which prefers
inﬂated paths on the public Internet, while the ISP-cloud of
CTYun adopts a global and location-agnostic policy to detour cloud trafﬁc to remote PoPs, leading to highly inﬂated
paths.
Based on the insights from the measurement and analysis, we explored “what-if” scenarios and suggested alternative routing policies to improve performances for both cloud
designs. By carrying cloud trafﬁcs on clouds’ private WANs
and selecting PoPs in a location-aware way, our suggested
alternative policies averagely reduce 11.0% latency to 30.5%
destinations for Alibaba, 9.8% latency to 18.6% destinations
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for Tencent, and 54.1% latency to non-Telecom destinations
for CTYun. We also demonstrated that the design of the ISPcloud has the potential to achieve a superior performance
comparing with its DC-cloud counterpart, thanks to its inherited advantages in many data centers and large-scale ISP
network infrastructure. Table 3 summarizes the key insights
we have made on the two cloud design philosophies in this
paper. We believe that our work will provide useful insights
for both cloud practitioners and researchers.
For the future work, we seek to deploy measurement
tools on some emerging platforms such as OpenNetLab [43],
and initiate probes from the network edge (e.g., university /
home / cellular networks). Given the ﬂattening trend of the
Internet, we also plan to conduct a long-term measurement
study to observe how clouds’ routing policies evolve over
time.
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